
 

At the heart of Meddserve’s service is an integrated 
medical record, an IMR. The concept of an IMR is 
new and this is why Meddserve’s service is the next 
generation of health software and brings so many 
new concepts. This online medical record is called 
Meddrecord. Each person is allocated a Meddcard. 

The Meddcard 
▪ A Meddcard is allocated which has a unique number registered for 

that person 

▪ The number can be read by barcode on the back 

▪ Is a dumb card which means that there is no chip in it so you do not 
have to buy a card reader 

▪ This makes it cheap to replace 

▪ There is no data on the card so if it is lost there is no compromise 

▪ If a person is found unconscious then the card number can  
be used to access all their information 

What this means to a person  
▪ The Meddcard gives the patient something to hold, a symbol  

of holding a Meddrecord 

▪ The record is available wherever the patient is in the World 

▪ A person can log onto their own Meddrecord from home 

▪ It stores ALL of a person’s health information from birth to death 

 



 
▪ Voice messages, images and even videos can be uploaded 

securely into a person’s Meddrecord 

▪ Each person can hold a Meddcard that is the link to his or her 
Meddrecord showing the Meddcard to every healthcare 
professional they see. 

▪ Parents can hold a Meddrecord for their children, knowing all their 
children’s health information is secure in one place  

▪ A daughter or son can log into a parent’s Meddrecord (with 
consent of course) seeing their health progress – caring for elderly 
relatives 

▪ A person can monitor their health from home, communicating with 
the doctor online if necessary 

▪ There is a direct bond between the person and the healthcare 
professional 

▪ There are so many benefits that they cannot all be listed here 

▪ For clinics hospitals or hospital chains using the application 
▪ The same Meddrecord can be used in all areas of the hospital, 

everyone adding their information (laboratories and imaging – CT, 
x-ray, MRI etc) 

▪ Everyone adds information to the same standard and can see the 
same information in the same way  

▪ If the patient goes to any hospital in a chain or related general 
practice then the same information can be viewed, in real time and 
up to date 

▪ The benefits for hospitals, clinics and patients 
▪ Patients will know the value of their Meddrecord and then carry 

their Meddcard wherever they are – the most valuable card on 
their person 

▪ The Meddcards strengthens the bond between the hospital and 
patient  

▪ Hospitals and clinics can give away Meddcards initially for free 
and then charge, generating a new source of revenue 

 


